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VAD Bill imminent
MPs must now prepare to vote
THE QUEENSLAND LAW REFORM
COMMISSION REPORT ON
VOLUNTARY ASSISTED DYING
It is now likely that Queenslanders will need to
wait only a matter of days or weeks before seeing
for themselves the content of the state’s proposed
voluntary assisted dying law.
As requested by the Palaszczuk Government, on 10
May the Queensland Law Reform Commission
delivered to Attorney-General Shannon Fentiman its
report voluntary assisted dying law reform and a
draft VAD Bill.
Also on 10 May the QLRC released a summary of its
VAD review titled A legal framework for voluntary
assisted dying.
The full report and Bill will not be made public until
released by Ms Fentiman as required by the QLRC
Act within 14 parliamentary sitting days.

David Muir AM
Chair
The Clem Jones Trust

That means it is now more important than ever for
supporters of voluntary assisted dying to ask their
local MPs about their position.

“Our aim has been to
develop a draft law for
Queensland that is
compassionate, safe,
and practical”

“Every submission was carefully analysed. One
reason the report is so substantial is we discuss
the submissions we received on each major issue
and quote from many of them.”

Book launch delivers
message to MPs
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WA doctors prepare
for VAD to start
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TELL YOUR STATE MP:

Although the major party leaders have declared
Admittedly the VAD Bill delivered by the QLRC is still their MPs will be granted a conscience vote on a
subject to amendment by State Cabinet and by any VAD Bill when it reaches State Parliament, it is
important for everyone to remember that the Bill is
recommendations accepted by the parliament
not about Members of Parliament.

“There was a compressed time for people to
respond to our comprehensive Consultation
Paper,” the QLRC summary report said. “The
date for submissions was dictated by the need to
analyse and consider submissions in time to
report a few months later.

Why I
changed
my view
on VAD
Page 4

But the time for hiding behind the absence of a
VAD Bill as an excuse for MPs not to take a stand
will soon be over.

The time for MPs to use the excuse of “I need to
wait for the Bill” will soon come to an end.

The Queensland Law Reform Commission has
thanked Queenslanders who took the time and
effort to make submissions to its VAD review.

A word
about a
word
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following the standard review to be conducted by
the Health Committee of the Queensland
Parliament.

Once that happens it will be time for all 93 of our
Summary report by
state MPs to start carefully considering how they
the Queensland Law
will vote on a VAD Bill which QLRC chair Justice
Reform Commission
Peter Applegarth described as “compassionate, safe
and practical”.
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It is all about giving better end choices to
Queenslanders at the end of life.
MPs need to understand that they will not be
voting for themselves, but for what their
constituents want.
In legislatures elsewhere in Australia and around
the world where VAD laws have been enacted,
many lawmakers have declared their personal
opposition to VAD but have supported the passage
of VAD laws because they did not wish to stand in
the way of their constituents making their own
choices.
At the bare minimum, this is a position that every
single one of our 93 Queensland MPs can adopt
when the VAD Bill is debated later this year.

IT’S

MY LIFE

IT’S

MY CHOICE
AND I WANT

MY LAW
Follow us @mlmcaus

Experts deliver
blueprint for
new VAD law
THE QUEENSLAND LAW REFORM
COMMISSION REPORT ON
VOLUNTARY ASSISTED DYING
The Queensland Law Reform Commission
says its VAD Bill and review report have
been based to a large extent on laws
passed by parliaments in Victoria, Western
Australia, and Tasmania.
It said its full report delivered by the QLRC
chair Justice Peter Applegarth to AttorneyGeneral Shannon Fentiman but yet to be
released publicly detailed:
•
•
•

the principles on which the draft VAD
Bill was based,
VAD laws in other places, and
how they work in practice in Victoria.

“While three states have passed VAD laws,
Victoria is the only state in which one
operates,” the QLRC said.
“We have carefully analysed the strengths
and weaknesses in those laws so as to
inform the democratic process in
Queensland.

COMPREHENSIVE PRODUCT
BY LAW REFORM BODY
The March 2020 report on voluntary
assisted dying by the Queensland’s
Parliament’s cross-party Health Committee
following its end-of-life inquiry
recommended VAD laws for Queensland.
Justice Peter Applegarth

“The fact that the draft Bill does not contain a
clause in identical terms to one in, say,
Victoria, but has a provision that resembles
one in Western Australia, or contains
provisions that do not currently exist in either
of those states, should be no surprise.
“We have aimed to adopt what is good in
principle and workable in practice from laws
in other states and countries like New
Zealand. We have not felt compelled to adopt
provisions that seem wrong in principle or
purely the result of political compromise.”
The Commission said it had delivered on the
government’s directive for it to recommend
“the best legal framework for people who are
suffering and dying to choose the manner
and timing of their death in Queensland”.
The QLRC also said the Bill it drafted may not
be the version put before the state’s 93 MPs.
“We do not presume that legislation in that
form will be introduced into Parliament by
the government, let alone passed in that
form,” it said. “Those are decisions for the
government and representatives of the
people.”

WHAT’S LIKELY TO HAPPEN NOW?
Here is the possible sequence of events following the delivery of the Queensland Law Reform
Commission’s VAD Bill and review report to the Palaszczuk Government........
•

Within 14 parliamentary sittings days of 10 May the Attorney-General
tables the QLRC’s VAD Bill and full report.

•

State Cabinet considers the QLRC’s version and makes any changes it
deems necessary.

•

A VAD Bill is introduced into the Queensland Parliament.

•

As with all new legislation, the VAD Bill will be scrutinised for
approximately six weeks by the cross-party Health and Environment
Committee chaired by Aaron Harper (Labor – Thuringowa) who headed
the inquiry into VAD in the previous parliament.

•

Parliament receives a report from the Health Committee following its
examination of the Bill and its consideration of public submissions.

•

Debate on a VAD Bill starts, most likely in the sittings starting from 31
August 2021.

•

The government will outline the timetable for the debate closer to that
time.

Ask your state
MP now where
they stand on
VAD ......

You can find your MP’s
electorate office contact
details on the Queensland
Parliament’s website.

Premier Annastacia Palaszczuk then tasked
the Queensland Law Reform Commission
to draft a VAD Bill.
The QLRC’s review started in July 2020
with an original reporting date of March
2021. But scope of the task saw the
reporting date extended to 10 May 2021.
Although the VAD Bill drafted by the
Queensland Law Reform Commission and
its full report were
not included in its
10 May summary
report, the update
did give some
details of both
documents now
in the hands of
the state
government.
The summary
report said
the Bill submitted
to Attorney-General Shannon Fentiman
was 113 pages long, contained 175
sections, and was comparable in size to
VAD laws in other states.
“It includes many provisions that the
Commission considers to be improvements
on those laws,” the QLRC report said.
The QLRC also said its full report on VAD
laws was also a substantial document.
“Our report has summarised many
submissions. This has resulted in a lengthy
report that we hope is a helpful one for
citizens and legislators as a source of
reference.
“The size of the report is also a function of
the number of issues that had to be
addressed. The size of the report may
seem daunting, but this is because we
intend it to be a reference source.
“This will save busy people the trouble of
seeking out the details of laws in other
places, how they came about, reports and
independent research on their operation,
and the points of view of stakeholders
such as medical organisations, health
practitioners and entities that operate
public and private facilities in which people
who are dying are cared for,” it said.

If you don’t know which
seat you live in, check
your address on the
Electoral Commission of
Queensland website.

Opponents insist on
misleading language
But VAD is not suicide
An American VAD advocate has
given a clear rebuttal to opponents
seeking to conflate voluntary
assisted dying with suicide in an
effort to claim VAD makes suicide
acceptable and causes “suicide
contagion”.
David Leven, a longstanding VAD
expert, has recently penned
opinion pieces for several US
newspapers or news websites to
answer claims by VAD opponents
who insist on using terms such as
“physician assisted suicide” when
discussing VAD or medical aid in
dying (MAID) as it is widely known
in America.
Mr Leven is a senior consultant
with and former executive director
of End of Life Choices New York –
an organisation delivering outreach
services to inform people of
options such as palliative care, pain
management, or VAD (referred to
in the US as medical aid in dying).
In one of his articles, published in
the Reno Gazette Journal circulating
in Nevada, he challenged the
misleading language of VAD/MAID
opponents.
“People die by suicides who could
continue to live, usually when
mentally ill, often impulsively and
violently. Their deaths are tragic,”
he wrote.

Extracts from
the statement
issued in 2017
by the American
Association of
Suicidology
cited by David
Leven (pictured above) are
reproduced at right.

“To the contrary, a terminal disease is
killing those who take prescribed
medications near the end of their lives to
end their suffering, and they can only do
so after a process involving at least two
doctors, which generally takes weeks
from the time the first request is made.
“The term ‘assisted suicide’ is rejected by
the American Public Health Association,
American Academy of Hospice and
Palliative Medicine, American Medical
Women’s Association, the American
Psychological Association and American
Academy of Family Physicians, among
others, and in the state laws which
permit medical aid in dying as well as the
Nevada bill.
“And in 2017, the American Association
of Suicidology issued this statement:
‘Suicide is not the same as physician aid
in dying.’

These are just some of the points
made by the American Association of
Suicidology in its 2017 statement.
•

In [VAD] the person with a terminal illness does not
necessarily want to die; he or she typically wants
desperately to live but cannot do so; the disease will take
its course. Suicide, by contrast, even when marked by
ambivalence, typically stems from seemingly unrelenting
psychological pain and despair; the person cannot enjoy
life or see that things may change in the future.

•

In [VAD] the individual who is already facing death often
experiences intensified emotional bonds with loved ones
and a sense of deepened meaning as life is coming to an
end; in suicide, by contrast, the individual typically suffers
from a sense of isolation, loneliness, and loss of meaning.

•

The term “suicide” may seem to imply “self-destruction,”
and the act may be cast that way in some cultural and
religious traditions. Ending one’s life with the assistance of
a physician and with the understanding of one’s family is
often viewed more as “self-preservation” than “selfdestruction,” acting to die while one still retains a sense of
self and personal dignity, before sedation for pain or the
disease itself takes away the possibility of meaningful
interaction with those around one.

•

Suicide in the conventional sense often involves physical
self-violence, as in gunshot wounding, self-hanging,
jumping, self-cutting, self-drowning, and the ingestion of
substances or compounds that may cause painful death.
[VAD] in contrast is intended to provide the physically
easiest, least violent, least disfiguring, most peaceful form
of death an already dying person could face.

•

While suicide in the conventional sense may involve
sustained suicidal thinking and prior planning, during
periods of acute stress suicide decisions-to-act are
sometimes reached shortly before the fatal act. All US
statutes legalising [VAD] include safeguards against
impulsivity: all require two oral requests, separated by a
15-day waiting period, plus a written request signed in the
presence of two witnesses.

•

In suicide, the person often “sees no way out” of their
desperate situation. Under the [VAD] statutes in the US,
the physician is required to inform the patient of all
feasible alternatives for relieving their situation, including
comfort care, palliative care, hospice care, and pain
control.

•

The conventionally suicidal person may be unable to
assess his or her situation clearly or objectively; the person
considering [VAD] is typically able to balance the choice of
an earlier death against the loss of control and increased
medicalisation they may experience as they enter the endstages of a terminal illness. According to studies from the
Netherlands, the patient who dies with physician
assistance forgoes on average about 3.3 weeks of life.

•

Studies from Oregon and the Netherlands show that the
impact of PAD on bereavement in family members tends
to be less severe than in other deaths. In contrast, those
bereaved by suicide deaths have higher rates of
complicated grief and PTSD, and may be at higher risk for
suicide themselves.

•

Unlike most cases of suicide, the person who has
requested and receives aid in dying does not typically die
alone and in despair, but, most frequently, where they
wish, at home, with the comfort of his or her family.

Some other views to consider.......
“It is important not to conflate suicide with assisted dying. It is possible
to distinguish temporary suicidal ideation from an enduring, considered
and rational decision to end one’s life in the face of unbearable
suffering.”
From the 2018 final report of the WA Parliamentary Inquiry

“Suggestions of suicide contagion are not supported in the evidence.”

From the 2018 final report of the
WA Parliamentary Inquiry

“The [Health] Committee notes that temporary suicidal ideation is quite
distinct from an enduring, considered and rational decision to end one’s
life in the face of unbearable suffering.”

From the 2020 final report on VAD of the
Queensland Parliamentary Inquiry

SA upper house
passes VAD Bill
A Private Member’s Bill to
implement voluntary assisted
dying in South Australia has
been passed by the state’s
upper house and observers
believe it has strong prospects
of becoming law after the lower
house considers it in coming
weeks.

the lower house said they
were intending to vote for
the legislation.

The VAD Bill has been sponsored
by the Labor Party’s leader in the
SA upper house, Kyam Maher.
It was approved by the SA upper
house on a vote of 14 to 7.

At the time it published its
survey The Advertiser said the
VAD Bill required just one
extra vote on top of the 23
declared supporters to be
voted into law.

In the wake of the vote a survey
of all lower house MPs excluding
the Speaker of the SA Parliament
by Adelaide newspaper The
Advertiser suggested 23 MPs in

However, in the following days
Labor Party Opposition Leader
Peter Malinauskas – a Catholic
who previously had not
declared his position – said he

The survey found three MPs
would vote against the VAD
Bill, with others describing
themselves as “undecided” or
not commenting.

“While I personally
don’t believe I would
use VAD for myself, I
don’t believe I should
stop others from
having that choice,
which is why I will be
supporting the Bill.”
Steven Marshall
SA Premier
would vote in
favour of the
legislation.
Mr Malinauskas
said he was not
concerned that
his decision
clashed with the Catholic
Church’s stand against VAD.
The Advertiser said the Labor
Party leader’s support meant at
least 24 MPs would vote for the
VAD Bill – enough for it to pass.

The legislation is the 17th VAD
Bill to be introduced into the
South Australian Parliament
but the first to be passed by
one of its chambers.

Why I changed my mind on VAD
VOLUNTARY assisted dying legislation has
come before our [the SA Parliament] 17
times and failed. Until now.
Last time it was defeated by then-speaker
Michael Atkinson. Hopefully the naysaying,
hyper-conservative, right wing of the ALP
and the government in the Lower House will
not vote this down again. That would be a
death penalty.
Hypocrisy, anyone? Lots of pro-lifers in the
abortion debate are in favour of the death
penalty. That confounds me.
Similarly, most people who oppose
euthanasia or voluntary assisted dying
would never want to see an animal in
hopeless, terminal, agonising pain.
They don’t want that animal to suffer.
They would dispatch that animal humanely.
Yet they want to deny a good, peaceful,
dignified death to a person in hopeless,
terminal, agonising pain – even when that
person has made the rational decision to die
and this is supported by independent
medical advice and almost 70 legal
safeguards.
They know better for that person. That
person has chosen not to be palliated – not
to die slowly in the fog of morphia and
causing great distress to loved ones.
That person with a terminal illness, has
decided not to suffer shocking physical
pain.
That’s a fair choice. That is humane. That
shows grace.

Once an opponent of voluntary assisted dying, South
Australian newspaper columnist and ABC radio host
PETER GOERS has changed his mind. In this column in the
Adelaide Sunday Mail on 9 May 2021 he explains why.
Some zealous Christians feel God wants you
to suffer.

and women in Victoria,
Western Australia and soon, Tasmania.

Pope John Paul II said suffering brings us
closer to God. How awful.

Why should we in South Australia be denied
a right already shared by 10 million other
Australians?

Is that what we have to look forward to?
Mary Potter Hospice [in North Adelaide] is a
blessed place which serves our community
beautifully.
However, I’ve read about a hospice in the US
where an elderly man lay dying of terminal
cancer.
He was desperate for Valium but was denied
because it was feared he’d become addicted
to it in the last two weeks of his life. He
suffered very badly on his way to death.
Palliative care is not always failsafe. Palliation
can be paint over rust.
We often talk of death as a blessed release
from pain and suffering.
Why are we so attracted to keeping people
in pain and keeping them from inevitable
death? Isn’t that cruel?

I’ve come around to euthanasia. Twenty
years ago in [Adelaide’s Sunday Mail] I wrote
against it.
I’ve seen people fight for life and I’ve seen
people fight to die. I worried that “let’s put
grandma out of her misery” might really be
“let’s put grandma out of our misery”.
However, where euthanasia has been
legislated for many decades it has been
rarely abused or corrupted. The 68
safeguards in the SA legislation will protect
both the living and the dying.
As many as 83% of Australians want VAD
legislation. Some politicians oppose the will
of the people who elect them.
There is cross-party support for it. SA Police
support it.

We need choice. If you want to die slowly in
great agony or in a debilitated blur of
nothingness, go right ahead.

Doctors and nurses have quietly practised
euthanasia since medicine began in a
peaceful, merciful but clandestine way. They
need legal protection.

But we should also have the legal choice
(with all safeguards and proscriptions) which
can be enjoined by our fellow countrymen

[Voluntary assisted dying] offers hope. It’s an
option and that’s a comfort to the terminally
ill. That’s decent and fair.

Strong words from former leader
Newman tells LNP MPs to take a stand
Jos Hall
President
Dying With Dignity
Queensland
Visit www.dwdq.org.au
The advice from former Queensland premier
Campbell Newman to current Liberal
National Party MPs in the Queensland
Parliament could not be clearer.
Take a stand and listen to your constituents’
views on voluntary assisted dying was his
simple message delivered in his role as MC at
the recent launch of Everald Compton’s novel
about VAD, A Beautiful Sunset.
Appropriately held at Parliament House, the
launch attracted a range of the MPs who will
decide the fate of any VAD Bill when it is
finally presented to them for debate possibly
later this year.
Mr Newman acknowledged that as he spoke
the Bill had not been released for scrutiny.
But he said there was nothing to stop any MP
in any party from declaring where they stood
in principle on voluntary assisted dying.
“If they don’t like the legislation when it is
rolled out and ultimately unveiled, well, then
on the floor of the Parliament they can make

their point and seek to
have it changed and
improved – that is taking
a stand,” Mr Newman
said.
“For some people, it is
going to require a lot of
political courage.
“For those MPs who have
not made it down here
[to the book launch], I
hope those that are here can convey to them
– have some courage and listen to the
community.”
Mr Newman’s advice is sound. There is no
reason MPs cannot express an in-principle
view on VAD.
It is why all VAD supporters should be asking
their own state MPs right now where they
stand in the issue.
As we do that we should also remind them
that even though a VAD Bill is to be the
subject of a conscience vote, ultimately the
law they pass or reject is not about them.

Campbell Newman
has previously
expressed his regret
that he did not act
to implement VAD
laws when he was
Queensland
Premier, especially
in light of the views of his mother, former
Senator for Tasmania and VAD supporter,
the late Jocelyn Newman .

It is about Queenslanders having a better
choice at the end of life, which is why we
urge you to tell them: “It’s my life, my choice,
and I want my law.”

Ex-MP criticises ‘cop-out’
Former LNP MP and VAD law supporter,
Jann Stuckey, told those attending the
launch of A Beautiful Sunset that too many
politicians failed to declare their positions.
“I do worry when I hear the typical political
line, ‘I will wait until I see the legislation’, it is
nothing but a cop-out and an excuse,” she
said.
“The question to be asking every one of
those MPs is, do you support in principle the
concept of voluntary assisted dying.
“Death awaits us all, and for those
unfortunate souls who receive a terminal
cancer diagnosis there should not be the
fear of protracted, painful death adding to
their torment.
“There is enormous comfort for many
knowing [VAD] is available, whether they
decide to take up that option or not.”
Ms Stuckey – who left politics last year after
serving from 2004 as the Member for
Currumbin on the Gold Coast was a co-host
of the book launch along with two serving
MPs, Ali King (Labor – Pumicestone) and
Sandy Bolton (Independent – Noosa).

At the book launch, clockwise from
left: Everald Compton with Ali King MP;
chair of the Health Committee VAD Inquiry, Aaron Harper MP;
Everald Compton with Sandy Bolton MP and David Muir of
the Clem Jones Trust; and Sandy Bolton MP, Ali King MP, and
Jann Stuckey listen to MC Campbell Newman;

Purchase A Beautiful Sunset
by Everald Compton and help support
Dying With Dignity Queensland
Visit: www.dwdq.org.au/shop
Also available from: Amazon; Booktopia; Dymocks;
Book Depository; Kindle

WA law set to start
Doctors focus on implementation
The West Australian Government has
officially announced its voluntary assistance
dying scheme will start from 1 July this year
and has outlined the steps to be taken by
doctors and other medical professionals
seeking to work within the new system in
the best interests of their patients.

Dr Sid Finnigan MBBS, FRANZCO
Queensland Convenor
Doctors For Assisted Dying Choice

Strong evidence
for VAD laws
Dr Malcolm Parker , retired GP and
Emeritus Professor of Medical Ethics
at the University of Queensland, gave
evidence to Queensland Parliament’s
Health Committee Inquiry on 23
August 2019 on behalf of Doctors for
Assisted Dying Choice. Here is part of
what he said.
“Many members of our organisation have
witnessed terrible suffering for certain
patients,” Dr Parker told the Committee.

The WA Parliament passed VAD laws in
December 2019 and has since been working
to implement the state’s voluntary assisted
dying scheme.
Naturally this process involves medical
professionals including doctors and nurses

“Delay in implementing change will
prolong such suffering and we advocate
on behalf of such patients.

The WA Health Department’s VAD portal
outlines a timetable leading up to July that
gives information about the training and
registration processes relevant to medical
professionals.

“We argue that VAD is an ethical practice,
is actively sought by a number of patients
and..... is acceptable to and supported by
a substantial majority of Queensland and
other Australian citizens.

This development is an opportunity to remind
Queenslanders that many doctors do support
voluntary assisted dying.

“Firstly, there is strong evidence, including
from palliative care physicians and their
organisations, that palliative care cannot
relieve all suffering and distress at the end
of life. Furthermore, some patients simply
do not wish to utilise palliative care in the
final stages of their lives.”

While the Australian Medical Association has
historically opposed VAD laws where they
have been put forward across Australia, it is
important to remember that the AMA
executive does not speak for all doctors.
Across Australia only fewer than one in every
three doctors chooses to be an AMA
member.

In October 2016 leading medical publication
Australian Doctor reported poll findings of
65% support for VAD law reform. Even the
AMA’s own internal polling found more than
half of its members believed VAD could form
a legitimate part of medical care.
Sensibly, the AMA has always accepted the
decision of parliaments on behalf of their
communities and will always work within any
VAD laws.

A voice from abroad........
“The physician who complies with a patient's plea for final
release from dying under unbearable conditions is doing
good, not harm, and his or her actions are surely consonant
with the Hippocratic tradition [to ‘do no harm’].
“Harm may result not only from the commission of a wrongful
act but also from the omission of an act of mercy. The world
is changing and most physicians support aid in dying.
“Doctors who provide life-ending medicines to dying patients
to end suffering are practising gentle, caring patient-centred
medicine.”
Peter Rogatz, former director Long Island Jewish Medical
Centre and vice-president of End of Life Choices New York
Letter to the Times Union, New York 20 July 2015

admin@clemjonesgroup.com.au

www.dwdq.org.au

Dr Parker said end of life management
was happening now and often covertly
and illegally and at times with harmful
consequences as a result of the absence of
proper regulation.
“It is now timely and appropriate to
legislate for VAD with the appropriate
safeguards,” he said.
“Contrary to some views that the
committee will have heard, VAD is entirely
consistent with the ethos of medicine and
the principles of medical and healthcare
ethics.
“Assisted dying in such cases will fulfil the
doctor’s duty to his or her patient as the
final compassionate component of
continuous patient centred care.
“Finally, far from eroding community trust
in doctors, their participation in properly
regulated assisted dying will strengthen
confidence in the profession as it
participates in a regime that is a strongly
endorsed by the community.”

www.drs4assisteddyingchoice.org

The My Life My Choice monthly newsletter is produced by the Clem Jones Group, Dying With Dignity Queensland, and Doctors For
Assisted Dying Choice (Qld) for the purpose of educating and raising awareness of voluntary assisted dying law reform across Australia.

